
Paatra:
1. A vessel, utensil, receptacle. 2. A deserving person.

3. A character cast in a dramatic performance.

Paatra, the restaurant, strives to harmoniously blend all these 
meanings of this beautiful Sanskrit word. Our resplendent culinary 

repertoire showcases myriad delicacies - classics as well as 
contemporary - prepared in a diversity of cooking vessels to please the 
palate of discerning diners - our honoured guests - paatras worthy of 

the highest respect. 

Our untiring effort is to make each meal here the most enjoyable 
experience akin to the aesthetic delight provided to the audience by 

the characters in a play.

Welcome
Paatrato



Handi
Resembling a small pitcher - matki - is perhaps the oldest known cooking 
vessel. Originally fashioned out of clay, that has evolved immensely as a 

species, it is now fashioned out of diverse materials ranging from earthenware 
to brass and to non-stick. Used to boil dal and cook dishes requiring similar 

heat treatment, many Indian curries come out of this vessel. 

PaatraThe

family



Pateeli / Deg
These have a larger 'mouth' than the handi and are used to cook delicacies that 

require slow cooking in their own steam - dum. This is the vessel to prepare 
pulao-biryani, korma and vegetables. Depending on the ingredients, an 

appropriate pateeli is selected - wrought in copper, brass or bell metal. Copper 
vessels with tinned inners or aluminium are commonly used.

Kadhai
A wok like vessel used for deep frying, mostly wrought in cast iron. Poori, kachori, 

pakori and samosa come out of a kadhai as do sweet delights like kadhai jalebi 
and rabri. It is believed that whatever is cooked in a kadhai imbibes miniscule 

quantities of iron, essential for good health. A favourite of halwais and housewives 
alike, this versatile paatra is also used to prepare mouth-watering stir-fries and 

innumerable non-vegetarian delicacies.

Tawa

Bhatti

The iron griddle may appear very plain but it gifts us countless Indian 
breads - phulka, chapaati, roomali and parantha - both plain and 

stuffed, dosa and pesarattu, not to forget the chilla. It is also used for 
shallow frying and pan-grilling.

A cylindrical clay oven or char-griller used in the Northern parts of India and 
Pakistan in which food is cooked over hot charcoal fire. From the most basic 

recipes to festival exotica, all menus are incomplete without this signature taste.

Paatra
In many regions of India, a leaf - mostly banana - is often assigned the job of a 
cooking vessel. Prepared vegetables and meats wrapped in a green packet are 

steamed, pan-grilled or roasted as per recipes. Paturi and paatrani machchi are 
delicious illustrations of this style.



Bhatti
se

TEZ AANCH SE - KEBAB

Aatishi Murg

1050

There are those who swear by tandoori chicken. All we can say is that they haven’t 
tasted this signature dish which creates sheer magic out of a simple roast chicken 
with its robust and flavourful blend of spices. The flambé at the table completes 

the “aatishi” experience-healthy and enticing

Patialashahi Seekh

1050

This unique two in one mutton mince kebab lets you enjoy the tradional seekh in a 
new avataar-on a special hancrafted skewer with green onions, with contrasting 
bites and complementing tastes. This kebab is quiet a mouthful and is taken to 

sublime heights with our sour cream dip 



Kutti Mirch ka Machchli Tikka
A most glorious tandoori preparation, morsels of fish that have absorbed the

 full bodied flavours of a spicy marination

895

Bhatti da Murg
This is the delicacy that introduced tandoori cuisine to the world, The Indian roast 

chicken is widely recognized as the 'King Kebab’. Often encountered draped in a garishly
 colourful garb, here we present it in its pristine unblemished complexion

825

Chiniot ka Murg Tikka
All the goodness of garlic, sesame seeds and green chillies lend distinction to this exceptional tikka. 

Marinated in cumin and pepper enriched cream, yoghurt and laced with
 tomatoes, it is burnished over a charcoal grill

825

Shahi Makhmali Murg Tikka
Aromatically spiced, these chunks of chicken have a velvety texture and a delicate 

taste reminiscent of clotted cream that fully justifies the name

825

Angara Gosht
An ode to the craftsmen of the Pashtun tribe, mutton is marinated overnight in an exotic  

blend of spices, pot roasted in rich stock and finished over charcoal

895

Surkh Paneer
Scarlet hued but far from scorching hot, tempting cubes of paneer aresoaked overnight in a sharp

 yoghurt marinade mildly sweetened with honey and roasted in the bhatti

675

Paratdaar Paneer
Layers of flavours and textures unfold as broad strips of soft paneer are packed

 with a tasty filling enhanced with a tangy mango marmalade and grilled to tickle the epicurean palate

675

Bhunee Chaat
Quintessential finger licking lip smacking street fare, this platter plays a tasty 

symphony with char-grilled pineapple, potatoes, pears, apples and bell peppers

675

Malai Broccoli
Delightfully crunchy and a treat to behold, char-grilled florets of broccoli are packed 

with a delectable khoya and dry fruits filling and marinated with aromatized creamy cheese

675



Sunehri Tawa Machchli
A favourite of fish lovers, this recipe relies on the time tested magic of 

simple yet flavourful blend of spices

895

Reshmi Murg Pakhthuni
This is an interesting version on a classical theme-fragrant chicken mince

skewered on bamboo sticks with Chef’s signature blend of spices

825

Makkai Pankhi
Spiced golden corn kernels and rawa mixture griddle-cooked 

and served with coriander chutney

675

Tawe de Soya Chaamp
A contemporary version of the traditional favourite-soya chops are draped in an 

onion and tomato masala spiced with black pepper

675

Mattarwaali Tikki
Highly addictive, these emerald hued griddle-fried green peas patties are 

packed with an enticing filling of cottage cheese enriched with dried fruits and nuts

675

Tawe
se



Kadhaise

 Amritsari Machchli
Golden fried fillets of fish marinated in a traditional mix of coarsely ground spices

895

Chargha
Our version of this popular delicacy has crisp fried boneless chicken

served with a creamy garlic yoghurt

825

Raunaq-e-Seekh
Seekh kebab encrusted with onions and peppers, draped with a robust gravy

825

Kishti Dilruba
Boats carved out of mini potato barrels, filled with a mélange of vegetables

 and dry fruits, garnished with olives draped with sour cream

675

Dahi aur Makhane ki Shammi
An interesting take on a classic theme, this is a delightful novelty

crafted out of hung curd, fox nuts and a bouquet of spices to 
enhance its appeal

675



DHEEMI AANCH SE
MAIN COURSE

Tawe
se

Jhinga Mirch Pyaz
A culinary gem-luscious butter glazed prawns stir-fried with a light masala with

 onions and bell peppers-irresistibly seductive, simply sublime

1375

Murg Banjara
A speciality of the nomadic tribes of the North-West frontier, chicken is marinated overnight 

in an exotic blend of spices and cooked to a magical finish on the tawa

825

Amritsari Tawa Meat
The popular recipe for meat lovers from the streets of Amritsar-mutton is

delicately slow-cooked with a mélange of aromatic spices on a griddle

895

Keema Meat
Unequivocally the best known dish in Punjabi homes-mutton steeped

 in thick aromatic gravy soaked with traditional spices

895

Chatpate Makkai Mattar
Stir-fried baby corn , green peas and bell peppers, mildly spiced, 

for a delightfully light and refreshing offering

675



Khade Pyaz ka Murg
Delicately spiced chicken is combined with a duet of onions and tomatoes, 

laced with a sharp, piquant gravy

825

Paneer Ke Paanse
Paneer shaped like the traditional Indian dices, tossed with bell peppers, 

onions, tomatoes and accented with black pepper

675

 

Lehsooni Palak
The goodness of garden fresh spinach is reinforced with delicious corn kernels 

or cubes of paneer and tempered with garlic in this refreshing nutritious delicacy

675

Aloo Hing Hara Dhaniya
A delicate stir-fry of potatoes, the most evolved avataar of the zeera,

 hing and dhaniya aloo

675

Shadras Subziyan
An exceptional dish, broccoli, baby corn, mushrooms, bell peppers and asparagus,

sautéed with an invigorating masala, showcases the best of contemporary fusion fare

675

Kadhaise



Nalli Roganjosh
Inspired by the Kashmiri classic, this version is closer to the Punjabi rendering of the

recipe at home-tender lamb shanks are slow-cooked in aromatic gravy 
with tomatoes imparting the romantic blush

895

Murg Makhanwaala
a.k.a butter chicken-a rare gravy delicacy spawned by the tandoor-grilled chicken tikka 

is simmered in a satin smooth tomato gravy redolent of kasoori 
methi-a contemporary culinary classic

825

Murg Qorma
From the realms of Old Delhi, this recipe has chicken in a rich aromatic gravy, 

its flavour accentuated with kewra

825

Dhaba Murg
A popular chicken curry found in most Punjabi dhabas-cooked with a delightful 

combination of onions, tomatoes and blended spices

825

 
Paneer Pyaz ki Subzi

One of the gems from the culinary treasure troves of Rajasthan-cottage 
cheese dumplings and button onions stewed in a traditional gravy

675

Handise



Palak Badami Kofta
Cottage cheese and spinach koftas filled with almonds and soaked in tangy 

gravy flavoured with fennel is a delicacy that is truly gem like, it can
 become the show stealer in a most resplendent vegetarian meal

675

Paneer Kundan
As the name suggests, it is a culinary jewel with royal lineage-chunks of cottage
 cheese are simmered in garlic infused rich tomato gravy with herbs and spices

675

Do Khumb Kalimirch
Button and black mushrooms are cooked in an exotic coconut scentedgravy 

laced with black pepper and tempered with red chillies 
and curry leaves

675

Maah di Dal
India's favourite lentil delicacy of whole urad, tomato purée and garlic, 

simmered  overnight on the tandoor, enriched with cream and 
served with a dollop of butter

595

 

Dal Trivetia
Three yellow lentils combine to create a perennial favourite that is unmatched 

in texture and taste, tempered to your fancy with cloves, garlic, chillies, 
onions or asafoetida

595

Amritsari Choley
Kabuli chane made in the mouthwatering style of Amritsar-the perfect foil 

for kulche and a great accompaniment with everything else

595



Kutti Mirch ka Machchli Tikka
A most glorious tandoori preparation, morsels of fish that have absorbed the

 full bodied flavours of a spicy marination

895

Bhatti da Murg
This is the delicacy that introduced tandoori cuisine to the world, The Indian roast 

chicken is widely recognized as the 'King Kebab’. Often encountered draped in a garishly
 colourful garb, here we present it in its pristine unblemished complexion

825

Chiniot ka Murg Tikka
All the goodness of garlic, sesame seeds and green chillies lend distinction to this exceptional tikka. 

Marinated in cumin and pepper enriched cream, yoghurt and laced with
 tomatoes, it is burnished over a charcoal grill

825

Shahi Makhmali Murg Tikka
Aromatically spiced, these chunks of chicken have a velvety texture and a delicate 

taste reminiscent of clotted cream that fully justifies the name

825

Angara Gosht
An ode to the craftsmen of the Pashtun tribe, mutton is marinated overnight in an exotic  

blend of spices, pot roasted in rich stock and finished over charcoal

895

Surkh Paneer
Scarlet hued but far from scorching hot, tempting cubes of paneer aresoaked overnight in a sharp

 yoghurt marinade mildly sweetened with honey and roasted in the bhatti

675

Paratdaar Paneer
Layers of flavours and textures unfold as broad strips of soft paneer are packed

 with a tasty filling enhanced with a tangy mango marmalade and grilled to tickle the epicurean palate

675

Bhunee Chaat
Quintessential finger licking lip smacking street fare, this platter plays a tasty 

symphony with char-grilled pineapple, potatoes, pears, apples and bell peppers

675

Malai Broccoli
Delightfully crunchy and a treat to behold, char-grilled florets of broccoli are packed 

with a delectable khoya and dry fruits filling and marinated with aromatized creamy cheese

675

Degse

Gosht Khurma Pulao
For those who prefer their meats red, this exceptional pulao borrows some 

elements from a Hyderabadi classic

895

Murg Saunfiyani Pulao
Dum cooked long grained aromatic rice, coupled with delicately marinated chicken infused 

with fennel and saffron first made its appearance in the princely kitchens of Punjab.
 Now a family favourite

795

Subz Pudina Pulao
Basmati rice and myriad vegetables are combined in this aromatic 

delicacy that is cooked in flavourful vegetable stock

695

Saada Chawal
425



Tandoor
se

Bharwan Amritsari Kulcha
195

Khurmi Naan
195

Missi Roti
165

Khasta roti
165

Khameeri Roti
165

Rogani Naan
165



 Amritsari Machchli
Golden fried fillets of fish marinated in a traditional mix of coarsely ground spices

895

Chargha
Our version of this popular delicacy has crisp fried boneless chicken

served with a creamy garlic yoghurt

825

Raunaq-e-Seekh
Seekh kebab encrusted with onions and peppers, draped with a robust gravy

825

Kishti Dilruba
Boats carved out of mini potato barrels, filled with a mélange of vegetables

 and dry fruits, garnished with olives draped with sour cream

675

Dahi aur Makhane ki Shammi
An interesting take on a classic theme, this is a delightful novelty

crafted out of hung curd, fox nuts and a bouquet of spices to 
enhance its appeal

675

Meetha

Kulfi
Legend has it that the Indian ice cream was created for the grand Mughal Akbar 

to give him some respite in the scorching summer. 
The kulfi is usually flavoured with cardamom and enriched with pistachios

365

Rasmalai
Influenced by rasogullah from Bengal and rabri from Punjab, these chenna medallions 

are served on a bed of reduced milk garnished with pistachio flakes

365

Bharwan Gulab Jamun
Filled with dry fruits and served hot in a syrup infused with rose water

365

Phirni
This soufflé like dish is an indispensable part of many celebratory menus where “kheer” 
is not included. Using miniscule quantities of rice paste, it is traditionally served cold, 

set in shallow clay dishes

365


